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Abstract
1. Long- term demographic data are rare yet invaluable for conservation, man-

agement, and basic research on the underlying mechanisms of population and 
community dynamics. Historical and contemporary mapped datasets of plant 
location and basal area present a relatively untapped source of demographic 
records that, in some cases, span over 20 years of sequential data collection. 
However, these maps do not uniquely mark individual plants, making the pro-
cess of collecting growth, survival, and recruitment data difficult.

2. Recent efforts to translate historical maps of plant occurrence into shapefiles 
make it possible to use computer algorithms to track individuals through time 
and determine individual growth and survival. We summarize the plant-
Tracker R package, which contains user- friendly functions to extract neigh-
bourhood density, growth, and survival data from repeatedly- sampled maps of 
plant location and basal area. These functions can be used with data derived 
from quadrat maps, aerial photography, and remote sensing, and while designed 
for use with perennial plants, can be applied to any repeatedly mapped sessile 
organism.

3. This package contains two primary functions: trackSpp(), which tracks in-
dividuals through time and assigns demographic data, as well as getNeigh-
bors(), which calculates both within and between- species neighbourhood 
occupancy around each mapped individual. plantTracker also contains func-
tions to estimate plot- level recruitment, calculate plot- level population growth 
rate, and create quadrat maps.

4. We tested the accuracy of the trackSpp() function on two spatial demo-
graphic datasets. The function was nearly perfect at assigning individual identi-
ties and survival status when tested on maps of tree basal area and perennial 
forb point locations. In both cases, the function correctly assigned survival and 
recruitment with 99% accuracy. These accurate and precise functions will ex-
pand the amount of data available to investigate demographic processes, which 
are fundamental drivers of population, community, and ecosystem processes.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Long- term observations of plant demographic rates are uncommon 
yet necessary for answering many pressing ecological questions. 
Demographic rates, including growth, survival, and reproduction, 
are the primary mechanisms underlying individual and population 
responses to the abiotic environment, and understanding them is 
important for both theoretical research and practical applications. 
For example, the success of conservation efforts requires a clear un-
derstanding of the sensitivity of each demographic rate to changes 
in the environment (Crone et al., 2011).

One challenge is that collecting data to calculate demographic 
rates is time- consuming and expensive. Typically, each individual 
must be tagged with a unique marker, mapped, and measured an-
nually for a minimum of 2 years (Caswell, 2001). The value of de-
mographic data typically increases with the number of consecutive 
years of data collection, yet demographic datasets that span long 
periods of time are uncommon (Lindenmayer et al., 2012). However, 
demographic data collection is time- consuming and tedious even in 
the short- term, and longer studies face many obstacles ranging from 
shortage of funding to lack of personnel.

However, computer algorithms make it possible to retroactively 
extract growth and survival information by comparing spatially- 
explicit datasets that show the location and size of organisms 
across years. Datasets of this nature range from high- resolution 
aerial photographs showing woody plant location and size, to hand- 
drawn maps of herbaceous plants in 1- meter quadrats. An example 
of a particularly extensive source of spatial data are chart quadrat 
maps of plant basal areas, generated by a method proposed by 
Clements (1907) to track plant communities through time. The “chart 
quadrat” is a permanent, 1 m2 quadrat within which the basal cover 
and species identity of every individual plant is mapped, either as a 

polygon that represents its basal area, or as a point if the plant has 
stems with negligeable basal areas (Hill, 1920; White, 1985). Annual 
re- sampling of chart quadrats generates maps that show how overall 
cover and location of individuals has shifted over the sampling pe-
riod (e.g., Figure 1). Scientists established (and are still establishing) 
hundreds of chart quadrats throughout western North America, be-
ginning in the early 20th century (Hill, 1920). Historic chart quadrat 
maps from seven sites have been recovered and digitized into shape-
files (Adler et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2012; 
Christensen et al., 2021; Chu et al., 2013; Moore et al., 2022; 
Zachmann et al., 2010), and are being used to test ecological theory 
(Chu & Adler, 2015; Laughlin et al., 2011).

The major difference between traditional demographic monitor-
ing methods and map data such as chart quadrats is that individual 
plants are not uniquely tagged in map data. However, the spatially 
explicit nature of maps can be leveraged to extract individual rates 
of growth and survival, and plot- level rates of seedling recruitment. 
If a plant of the same species occurs at approximately the same lo-
cation from year to year, we can assume it is the same individual 
and assign it values for survival and growth. This process of tracking 
unmarked, mapped individuals to generate demographic data can 
also be used in any scenario where sessile organisms are mapped 
annually. Additionally, unlike traditional tagged demographic data, 
mapped datasets typically include information for multiple species, 
making it possible to generate individual- level estimates of neigh-
bourhood density. These can be used to understand how compe-
tition within and between species affects individual plant fitness, 
population dynamics and vegetation patterns (Chu & Adler, 2015; 
Kunstler et al., 2016).

Leveraging maps to generate demographic data and neighbour-
hood occupancy opens many exciting possibilities. We can now use 
spatial data such as long- term chart quadrat maps to ask questions 

K E Y W O R D S
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F I G U R E  1  Examples of digitized chart 
quadrat maps collected over 6 years 
measured at the Santa Rita experimental 
range near Tucson, AZ. Two grasses 
(Bouteloua rothrockii and Heteropogon 
contortus) were mapped as polygons, and 
two forbs (Ambrosia artemisiifolia and 
Calliandra eriophylla) were mapped as 
points.
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about plant demographic processes over long timescales. For ex-
ample, chart quadrat maps from the Jornada Experimental Range 
yield growth and survival rates for 22 consecutive annual transitions 
(Christensen et al., 2021). A study of this duration would be ex-
tremely time- consuming to conduct using traditional demographic 
collection methods. These long- term demographic datasets allow us 
to determine how growth, survival, and recruitment have shifted in 
response to environmental change. Additionally, some chart quadrat 
locations were sampled as early as 1915, making them ideal refer-
ence points against which to compare modern plant communities 
and populations.

Here, we describe plantTracker (Stears et al., 2022), a pack-
age for the R statistical software available for download through 
GitHub (R Core Team, 2021). plantTracker contains functions to 
extract competition, growth, survival, and recruitment information 
from digitized maps of plant occurrence. This package provides users 
with a straightforward set of tools to fully leverage the potential of 
fine- scale maps of plant occurrence and size, as well as any other 
data where sessile organisms are mapped across time.

2  |  plantTracker

plantTracker depends on the “sf” (Pebesma, 2018), “Matrix” 
(Bates & Maechler, 2019), and “igraph” (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006) 
R packages, and contains two primary functions, trackSpp() 
and getNeighbors(). plantTracker also has functions to 
generate plot- level metrics such as recruitment, species basal 
area, and population growth rate (Table 1), which are described 
in the “Suggested plantTracker Workflow” package vignette. 
Tracking algorithms that generate demographic data from maps 
were first implemented by Lauenroth and Adler (2008), but their 
code was not published or easily generalizable. While plant-
Tracker consists of entirely new code, our general approach was 
inspired by this previous work.

2.1  |  Input data

Although designed for use with chart quadrat maps, plantTracker 
can be used with any dataset where organisms are mapped and iden-
tified to species across at least two time points. plantTracker 
functions can be used with a variety of data sources, but the data 
itself must follow a specific format. The main input data frame, or 
“dat”, must be an “sf” spatial data frame in which each row repre-
sents one observation or individual in a single year, and contains a 
“polygon” or “multipolygon” geometry corresponding to the location 
of that observation. Although not required, it is ideal if this geometry 
also indicates the basal area of the observation. If this is not the case, 
plantTracker functions will only produce faithful estimates of 
survival, not growth. Observations originally mapped as points must 
be converted to small polygons of negligible area. trackSpp() and 
getNeighbors() also require an “inv” argument, short for “inven-
tory,” which is a named list indicating the years in which each quad-
rat was sampled.

2.2  |  trackSpp() function

The trackSpp() function overlays maps of quadrats from sequen-
tial timesteps and assigns overlapping individuals the same unique 
identifier. The function assumes an annual sampling interval, but this 
is not strictly necessary. It then uses these identifiers, or “trackIDs”, 
to assign values to individuals indicating survival to the next year 
(0 = death, or 1 = survival), size in the next year, a value indicating 
whether it is a recruit (0 = not recruit/1 = recruit), and age. Recruit 
and age data are not assigned if the observation was recorded in the 
first year of sampling or followed a gap in sampling. Beyond dat and 
inv, there are four additional required arguments to trackSpp() 
that can be defined globally or uniquely for each species.

First, the buff argument defines the distance that an individ-
ual can “move” from year to year and still be considered the same 

TA B L E  1  Descriptions of functions in plantTracker

Function name Description

trackSpp() Track plants through time to determine growth and survival

getNeighbors() Calculate Neighbourhood Occupancy

groupByGenet() Group polygons into genetic individuals based on proximity

checkDat() Check format of input data

drawQuadMap() Draw maps of quadrats

getBasalAreas() Calculate the total basal area of each species/quadrat/year

getLambda() Calculate plot- level lambda (population growth rate) for each species across each annual transition, where 
lambda is � =

Nt+1

Nt

 and N is either basal area or number of individuals

*It is important to note that � calculated with data from one plot is not necessarily a good metric of a 
population's growth rate, since a single plot may not encompass the entire spatial extent of that population. 
It may be necessary to compile data from several plots to accurately estimate �

getRecruits() Calculate the number of recruits of each species/quadrat/year

aggregateByGenet() Group a trackSpp() output so each row contains data for all ramets of a genet
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individual (Figure 2). This distance accounts both for small errors 
in mapping, and for true variation in where an organism reoccurs 
each year. If buff is set to zero, a plant must occur in precisely 
the same location in consecutive years to be considered the same 
individual. It is important to select biologically realistic values 
for buff, since too- large values can overestimate survival and 
underestimate recruitment, while too- small values can underes-
timate survival and overestimate recruitment. Previous analyses 
of perennial graminoids and forbs in western North American 
grasslands suggest that defining a buffer of 5 cm leads to the 
most accurate trackID assignment (Chu et al., 2014; Lauenroth 
& Adler, 2008).

Second, the dorm argument defines the maximum number 
of years a plant is allowed to go dormant, or disappear, from the 
map before reappearing and still be considered the same individual 
(Figure 3). Again, it is important to select biologically relevant val-
ues for dorm. Allowing one to 2 years of dormancy is reasonable for 
some forbs, but is unreasonable for shrubs, trees, or large grasses. 
The dorm argument also helps account for plants being inadver-
tently missed by mappers and can allow plants to survive through 
a year when sampling was skipped completely. Otherwise, all plants 
receive an “NA” for survival in the year before a break in sampling, 
and tracking starts again after the break. Larger values of dorm 

will overestimate survival, while smaller values will underestimate 
survival.

Third, the clonal argument determines whether vegetative re-
production is allowed. If clonal = FALSE, every row of data is 
considered a distinct genetic individual. If clonal = TRUE, a genet 
(a genetic individual) can consist of several rows, each of which is a 
ramet (a vegetative segment of the genet). The groupByGenet() 
function is used within trackSpp() to group polygons into genets 
based on their proximity in the first year. A “previous year” genet 
can pass on its trackID to multiple “current year” polygons that it 
overlaps, which are then assigned the same trackID. The fourth ar-
gument in trackSpp() is buffGenet, which is only required when 
clonal = TRUE. This determines how close polygons must be to be 
grouped into one genet by groupByGenet()(Figure 4).

trackSpp() iterates through dat and inv by site, quadrat, 
and then species to compare quadrat maps from sequential years. 
It assigns trackIDs and demographic data to individuals based on 
overlap from year to year (Figure 5). Table 2 describes this workflow 
in greater detail. Further description of the trackSpp() function, 
including a detailed description of the implications of different buff, 
dorm, and clonal arguments for the demographic data returned 
by the function, can be found in the “Using the plantTracker 
trackSpp() function” package vignette.

F I G U R E  2  Examples of different 
buff arguments. (a) Using trackSpp() 
with buff = 4 cm assigns the two green 
observations different trackIDs, and 
determines that the 1922 individual died, 
and a recruit sprouted in 1923. (b) Using 
trackSpp() with buff = 10 cm assigns 
these two observations shown in green 
the same trackID, and determines that the 
1922 individual survived to 1923.

F I G U R E  3  A potential “dormancy” scenario: The observation in 2000 (a) has no overlap with any observation in 2001 or 2002 (b and c). 
However, an observation in 2003 (d) overlaps in space with the 2000 observation. If dorm = 2, the observations in 2000 and 2003 will be 
assigned the same trackID. If dorm = 1, the observations in 2000 and 2003 will be assigned different trackIDs.
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F I G U R E  4  (a) If clonal = FALSE, every polygon is given a unique trackID, represented by a unique colour. (b, c) if clonal = TRUE, 
then groupByGenet() draws buffers around each polygon, shown here in lighter colours. If buffered polygons overlap, they get 
the same trackID. (b) with a 1 cm buffer (buffGenet = 0.01), groupByGenet() identified 21 genets. (c) with a 5 cm buffer 
(buffGenet = 0.05), groupByGenet() identified 11 genets.

F I G U R E  5  Panels (a– d) show trackIDs assigned to individuals over 4 years using trackSpp() with dorm = 1, clonal = TRUE, 
buff = 0.05 and buffGenet = 0.01. Labels and colour indicate trackID assignment. Panels (e- h) show the same data over the same time 
period, but with trackIDs assigned using dorm = 1, clonal = FALSE, and buff = 0.0.
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2.3  |  getNeighbors() function

The getNeighbors() function calculates either the number or 
basal area of competitors in the neighbourhood of each individual. 
This makes it possible to quantify the effect of density dependence, 
or the response of organisms to the presence and density of neigh-
bouring conspecific individuals, which is a fundamental process driv-
ing population dynamics (Bertness & Callaway, 1994; Vellend, 2010). 
Additionally, the proximity of heterospecifics to a focal individual 

approximates the effect of inter- species interactions on that indi-
vidual, which can be negative, as in competition, or positive, as in 
facilitation.

In getNeighbors(), the buff argument specifies the width 
of the neighbourhood buffer drawn around each individual, and 
can be specified uniquely for each focal species. buff values can 
be based on empirical observations, or determined by a model-
ling approach detailed in Adler et al. (2010). The next argument, 
method, determines how neighbourhood occupancy is tabulated. 

TA B L E  2  Steps in the trackSpp() function. “i” indicates the iteration of the loop that compares sequential years. Bold indicates a data 
frame, and this font indicates a package function or argument

Step Action Next step

1 Subset dat iteratively by each Site, Quadrat, and Species, and subset inv by Quadrat step 2

2 Put the first year of data in PreviousYr If clonal = TRUE, use groupByGenet() to 
assign each observation a unique trackID

step 3

3 Is the data in PreviousYr from the first year of sampling (the first year in inv)? yes— step 4; no— step 6

4 Give these individuals “NA” in “recruit” and “age” cols step 6

5 Is the first year of data from the last year of sampling (the last year in inv)? yes— step 21; no— step 7

6 Compare the previous year (inv[i- 1]) to the current year (inv[i]). Is the gap between years 
greater than (dorm +1)?

yes— step 19; no— step 8

7 Put “1” in “recruit” and “age” cols step 6

8 Get data observed in the i- th year and put it into CurrentYr. Does PreviousYr contain 
any observations?

yes— step 9; no— step 23

9 Add a buffer of width = buff around every genet in PreviousYr and put the data in 
PreviousBuff Does CurrentYr contain any observations?

yes— step 10; no— step 11

10 Is there any overlap between polygons in PreviousBuff and CurrentYr? yes— step 14; no— take PreviousYr to step 11 
and CurrentYr to step 15

11 Take PreviousYr to the next iteration (the next i). Is dorm greater than zero? yes— step 12; no— step 13

12 Put the data in ghosts, which contains “dormant” individuals. For each individual in 
ghosts, is the difference between the current year (inv[i]) and the year when that 
observation was measured greater than (dorm +1)?

yes— put in deadGhosts— step 13; no— keep in 
ghosts— step 23

13 Put an “NA” in the “size_tplus1” col and “a “0″ in the “survives_tplus1″ col. step 22

14 Compare the overlap between every genet in PreviousYr and every genet in CurrentYr. 
If clonal = FALSE, a parent and child pair with the most overlap get the same 
trackID. If clonal = TRUE, each child can have one parent, but each parent can 
have multiple children. If there is a child with multiple parents, then its parent is the 
polygon it overlaps with the most

steps 16 and 17

15 Put a “1” in the “recruit” and “age” cols step 23

16 For every polygon in PreviousYr: Does it share a trackID with polygon(s) in CurrentYr 
(i.e., have a “child”)?

yes— put in parents— step 18; no— step 12

17 For every polygon in CurrentYr: Does it share a trackID with a polygon in PreviousYr 
(i.e., have a “parent”)?

yes— put in children— step 20; no— put in 
orphans— step 15

18 Put “1” in the “survives_tplus1” col., and size of the “child” genet in the “size_tplus1” col step 22

19 Put “NA” in the “size_tplus1” and “survives_tplus1” cols step 22

20 Put “0” in the “recruit” col and (age of parent +1) in the “age” col step 23

21 Put “1” in the “recruit” and “age” cols., and “NA” in the “survives_tplus1” and “size_tplus1” 
cols

step 22

22 Store the data in output, which the function will return. Is inv[i] the last year of sampling 
for this quadrat?

yes— step 1; no— step 23

23 Put either ghosts and CurrentYr (if all CurrentYr individuals are new recruits) or ghosts, 
children, and orphans (if there are “children” in this i) into PreviousYr

step 24

24 Go to the next i. Put dat data from year i into CurrentYr step 6
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If method = count, the function returns the number of indi-
viduals inside the buffer zone. If method = area, the function 
returns the size of the buffer zone area around that focal individ-
ual and the area of the buffer zone area that is occupied by other 
individuals (Figure 6). The third argument is compType. If comp-
Type = oneSpp, the getNeighbors() function only considers 
conspecifics of the focal individual. If compType = allSpp (the 
default) the function considers all other plants in the buffer zone, 
regardless of species. The final argument is output, which deter-
mines whether neighbour occupancy values are summed across 
species, or given uniquely for each neighbour species. The default, 
output = summed, means neighbour values are summed, while 
if output = bySpecies, each row in the column added by get-
Neighbors() contains a list giving the counts or areas of neigh-
bours in the buffer area by species.

3  |  PROOF OF CONCEPT

We tested the performance of trackSpp() on two mapped data-
sets in which individuals were tagged following typical demographic 
monitoring protocols. The first is a large- scale and inventory of tree 
basal areas over 21 years in La Selva, Panama (Clark & Clark, 2021). 

The second is a three- year monitoring study of the monocarpic per-
ennial forb Oenothera coloradensis in southeast Wyoming and north-
ern Colorado, and includes the point- location of every individual in 
18, 2- m2 quadrats (Stears, unpubl. data). We used trackSpp() to 
generate demographic data for both datasets, and compared the 
function- generated growth, survival, and recruit data to values 
measured in the field.

For the tree dataset, we used trackSpp() with dorm = 0, 
buff = 0.01 (10 cm), and clonal = FALSE. trackSpp() iden-
tified 5212 unique individuals, the same number of unique trees in 
the field- collected data. The function accurately attributed survival 
or death for 99.99% of individuals (Table 3). The function also identi-
fied recruit status correctly for 99.7% of individuals. Errors occurred 
for the same four individuals that had mis- attributions for survival 
(Table 3). For the O. coloradensis dataset, we used trackSpp() 
with dorm = 0, buff = 0.02 (2 cm), and clonal = FALSE. The 
function identified 3128 unique individuals, 99.4% of the 3146 indi-
viduals recorded in the field- collected data. The function correctly 
attributed survival or death for 99.6% of plants. The function also 
identified recruit status correctly for 99.5% of all plants (Table 4). 
Mis- attributions occurred in both datasets when two plants (e.g. A 
and B) were extremely close to one another in the current year and 
only one (A) survived. Because plants A and B were equally close 

F I G U R E  6  The two methods getNeighbors() can use to calculate neighbourhood density. The focal individual is outlined in pink, and 
the neighbourhood buffer around it is shown in dashed pale pink. Individuals inside the buffer are outlined in dark grey. These examples 
show interspecific neighbourhood occupancy (type = allSpp). (a) the “count” method counts each individual inside of the buffer zone 
and returns the total number, which here is five. (b) the “area” method returns two values: The area of the buffer zone around the focal 
individual, and the area of the buffer zone that is occupied by neighbours (summed area of the shaded grey portions of polygons).

TA B L E  3  Accuracy of trackSpp() compared to tagged data

Test dataset

No. of individuals from 
trackSpp() / no. of individuals 
from tag dataset (% correct ID 
assignment)

No. of correct 
survivors/Total 
observations (% correct 
surv. Assignments)

No. of correct 
recruits/Total 
observations (% correct 
recruit assignments)

Tree basal areas 5212/5212 (100%) 77,059/77,062 (99.9%) 77,037/77,062 (99.7%)

Oenothera coloradensis point 
locations

3128/3146 (99.4%) 5225/5245 (99.6%) 5224/5245 (99.5%)
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to one another, the function happened to attribute survival to the 
wrong plant (B).

4  |  CONCLUSION

plantTracker provides a suite of user- friendly R functions to 
easily generate demographic and neighbourhood occupancy data 
from fine- scale maps of plants that do not uniquely identify indi-
viduals. These tools allow us to translate both historical and con-
temporary map datasets into growth, survival, and recruitment 
information, expanding the amount of demographic data at our 
disposal. Robust and long- term estimation of demographic rates 
is critical to advancing many disciplines in ecology, and we hope 
users will find plantTracker helpful for filling gaps in our eco-
logical understanding.
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